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October 14, 2003 ◆

“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”

T U E S D AY

The premiere of
Diverse

VOLUME 87, NUMBER 37
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M

The former Minority Today debuts its new name
See the Diverse insert

Coworkers, friends remember director
◆

Johnetta Jones death linked to E-coli

By Jennifer Chiariello
CAMPUS EDITOR

P H O T O S U B M I T T E D T O T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S

Johnetta Jones greets students at a previous Minority graduate dinner.

Johnetta Jones, 56, died Saturday in Springfield of a severe
infection compromised by E. coli.
She was the director of the Minority Affairs Office and
employed on campus for 26 years.
Priscilla Wininger, Ms. Jones’ office assistant, said Ms. Jones
was already sick with an infection, she sometime ingested the
E. coli and “because she was already weakened, it took over.
“It’s not like Jack in the Box where 12 people get sick … you
just can’t track it. The doctor said we will probably never know
where and when.”
Dr. Joseph Wall, medical director of Health Services, said
everybody has E. coli.
For the most part “E. coli is a good thing, it helps the digestive
tract work,” Wall said.
“It’s normal; it’s found in your digestive tract.”
“The problem is it could be harmful if it is out of the tract,”
he said. “Where it gets into places it shouldn’t.”
There are different strains of bad E. coli, some worse than
others.
“We see E. coli urinary infection 12 to 15 times a day,” Wall
said.

Eating meat not properly cooked can cause an infection in the
digestion tract. This is uncommon E. coli. These contaminated
meats are a bad strain of E. coli. It is more common in children
and causes severe disease.

A director and a friend
Cynthia Nichols, director of the Civil Rights Office, said Ms.
Jones had a large impact on the university.
“Who she was, was extraordinary (she was) committed to the
success of students and of Eastern,” Nichols said.
“I really feel she made a tremendous contribution to Eastern.
“For me, I’m going to have a very difficult time knowing I’m
not going to be able to brainstorm issues with her or share a
good laugh.”
Nichols said Ms. Jones had a great sense of humor.
“She was always someone I could talk to or laugh with ... She
was a very warm, affectionate person, always willing to give
you a big hug.”
Nichols said Ms. Jones was not married and did not have any
children, but was a devoted aunt.
E E R E M E M B E R E D ◆ Page 6
CeCi Brinker, director of the SStudent
Life Office, Minority

Residence Halls could ban smoking in all halls
By Jeff Staube
CAMPUS REPORTER

The residence halls at Eastern have space
designated for approximately 1,100 students
who smoke but only about 200 students
requested smoking rooms this year, said
Mark Hudson, director of university housing
and dining services.
This means about 900 students who do not
smoke live on designated smoking floors in
the residence halls.
“The fact that we have five times as much
space available to smokers than is being
used means that we have way too many
smoking rooms,” Hudson said.

No Smoking
Only three public universities still
allow smoking in residence halls.
◆ Eastern Illinois University
◆ University of Illinois at Chicago
◆ Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale
* Going smoke-free
in 2004

After tracking the disparity, Hudson presented the issue to the Residence Hall
Association for consideration and debate.
“In my time here, we’ve done nothing but
cut back smoking floors,” Hudson said.
“When I got here three years ago, we had
about 1,500 smoking spaces and we’ve been
cutting into it little by little, but the ratio is
still too big.”
Within the next few weeks, the RHA is
expected to make a recommendation to

Hudson on how to address the issue. The
options being considered range from gradually reducing the number of smoking floors
over the next few years, to eliminating all
smoking floors within a couple years, to
eliminating all smoking floors by next fall.
“I understand why they want to lower the
number of smoking floors in the residence
halls,” said Nicole Hayostek, a sophomore
undecided major, who smokes and lives on a
designated smoking floor in Taylor Hall.
“Students still have the right to smoke in
their rooms because they pay to live there,
so they better keep some floors designated
for smokers. It’s your home for nine months
a year. You should feel comfortable smoking
in your own room if you want to.”
Matt O’Malley, RHA vice-president and
president of the McKinley Hall council, is
opposed to designated smoking floors in the
residence halls.
“I think all residence halls should just stop
cold turkey,” said O’Malley, a sophomore
speech communication major.
He said that after meeting with residence
halls representatives, the RHA concluded
the vast majority of students who smoke do
it outside.
“We have a lot of smokers in our building
that didn’t even know their floor was a smoking floor,” said O’Malley. “They’ve just
always gone outside. There’s about three
people in our building that smoke in their
rooms.”
He also said his dorm, McKinney Hall, had
already voted to eliminate all smoking floors
by Fall 2004.
“We might as well stop it now before the
university forces us to,” O’Malley said. “It
looks better for the university if students
take it upon themselves to make the decision. It shows people that students are aware
of the issue and they are dealing with it on
their own.”
The university Housing and Dining

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y C O L I N M C A U L I F F E

John Newburg, a junior biology sciences major looks on as Matt Wilson, a junior family and
consumer sciences major takes a break from his game for a puff of his cigarette, Monday
evening in Stevenson Hall. Only about 200 students requested smoking rooms this year. The
RHA will soon discuss losing all smoking floors.
Services conducts a resident satisfaction
survey annually and often receives feedback
from students regarding smoking in the residence halls.
“When we did our survey last year, 40 percent of our population said that they were in
some way negatively impacted by smoke,”
Hudson said.
In the survey, students complained mostly

about second-hand smoke from students
smoking at residence hall entrances and in
their rooms.
“Studies show that there’s at least some
links between second-hand smoke and negative health consequences,” Hudson said.
“For us as a large residential community, we
have to think about not only what’s in the
irritant short-term, but what the long-term
negative effects of this are as well.”

Text Book packaging plan has supporters, opponents
By Kevin Sampier
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Student Senate members are researching the possibility
of bringing textbook packaging to Eastern, which would
prepack a student’s textbooks for faster pickup.
Currently, students wait in several different lines in
Textbook Rental Service to get their books for class. Nikki
Kull, chair of the academic affairs committee, said this system can be improved.
“We’re hoping it would be a time-saver for students, and it
would keep the building from getting congested,” Kull said
of the packaging system, which would bundle a student’s
books prior to their arrival.
Students would be able to go to the Textbook Rental
Service, show an ID and get all of their books at once, Kull
said.
The packaging idea is still in an early phase, Kull said. She
has been contacting other colleges already using this system, including Illinois State University, Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale and Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville.

Kull said the boxes that ISU supplies students to carry
their books in are “kind of pricey” because they use a vendor
to supply the boxes. She is still unsure of the system Eastern
would use if the project is approved.
Kull also said if the idea is well-received, it could take
effect on campus next year.
Using the prepackaged book system would create several
problems, according to Dan Klingenberg, director of
Textbook Rental Service, mainly because of space and
money problems.
“That would mean we would need an area to file the books
by number or name,” Klingenberg said. “We barely have the
space to operate where we are.”
Klingenberg also said students adding and dropping classes frequently could add to the price tag.
Klingenberg said no senate members have contacted him
so far on the proposed project and said the idea of textbook
packaging has been considered by the Textbook Rental
Service office in the past.
“If we had the room and students didn’t drop and add
(classes) it would be fantastic,” Klingenberg said. “I’m a little reluctant to give it a thumbs up.”

Kull said if the project doesn’t work out, the senate would
drop it.
“If we do all this research and (text book packaging) costs
too much money, it wouldn’t be something we would pursue,”
Kull said.
Some students on campus feel the proposed change in the
way they receive their textbooks is a good idea.
“I think it would be easier, well-organized and more time
efficient,” said Melissa Rivera, a graduate student and family and consumer sciences major. Rivera also said the current system in place at Textbook Rental Service could be
improved.
“I don’t think it’s bad, I just think it needs to be more
organized,” she said.
Adam Osborne, a junior pre-med and biological sciences
major said, “it would be easier to get your books at one time.
The only down side would be if you dropped classes and
already had prepackaged books.”

Student Government editor Kevin Sampier can be reached
k_sampier@hotmail.com
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Eastern could join
other universities
to fight Cancer
By Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

Eastern might join other
“Its part of our jobs as
communities in the fight
against cancer.
college students to
Eastern could join the
American Cancer Society
know that cancer
Colleges Against Cancer, a
nationwide collaboration of
doesn’t just affect the
college students, faculty and
staff dedicated to eliminating
elderly.”
cancer by initializing and supporting programs of the
—Rich Bajner
American Cancer Society in
Co-founder of Colleges Against Cancer
college communities.
Rich Bajner, one of the cofounders of Colleges Against Cancer, is holding an informational
meeting at 7:30 p.m. in Taylor Hall dining center. He said the purpose
of the meeting is to try to plan a Relay For Life on campus and start a
Colleges Against Cancer chapter on campus.
“If we can get a relay going then we can get a chapter going,” he
said.
Bajner said the meeting will be very general and will give information about the relay.
“We’ll give the students time to ask questions and sign up for volunteer roles,” he said.
Relay For Life is the American Cancer Society’s national signature
event. According to www.cancer.org, the relay “is an overnight event
designed to celebrate sponsorship and raise money for research and
programs of (a local) American Cancer Society.
“During the event, teams of people gather at schools, fairgrounds or
parks and take turns walking or running laps. Each team tries to keep
at least one team member on the track at all times. Relay For Life represents the hope that those lost to cancer will never be forgotten, that
those who face cancer will be supported, and that one day, cancer will
be eliminated.”
Bajner said all that is necessary to start a chapter on campus is “just
a few motivated students” who want to get involved.
“As long as there are students who can go out and recruit other students and are interested in cancer issues,” Bajner said.
He also said Colleges Against Cancer started officially in March of
2001.
“We brought it to the University of Illinois (at Champaign) last
year,” Bajner said.
Bajner said he got involved with the American Cancer Society while
in High School.
“Someone asked me to get involved with the relay,” he said. “Why I
stayed involved is a different question entirely.
“Since I’ve become involved, I’ve been able to travel the nation,”
Bajner said. “I’ve had many friends who have survived, but I have also
lost close friends. It keeps me motivated.
“It’s part of our jobs as college students to know that cancer doesn’t
just affect the elderly.”

Activities Editor Dan Valenziano can be reached at cudwv@eiu.edu.
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Theresa Outman, a senior business major and special events coordinator of the University Board, serves pizza to
hungry students that came to watch the Falcons-Rams game, Monday night in Stevenson Hall Lobby. The UB
has six more “Manic Monday” events scheduled.

Eastern’s idols take center stage
at ‘Open Mic’ night
By Denise DelVecchio
S TA F F W R I T E R

A few students were surprised by how musically
talented some Eastern students are.
The University Board sponsored Open Mic Night
Thursday, Oct.10 at 7th Street Underground, located
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Some students got on stage just to have fun, while
others clearly wanted to display their talent.
“I enjoyed it and I didn’t realize that there was so
much talent on the EIU campus,” said Lisa Hartman,
a sophomore psychology major.
Twin sisters Kristen and Courtney Bosco played
two original songs Thursday.
The sophomore sisters write their own acoustic folk
music and said they enjoy performing their music for
an audience.
“We’ve been playing guitar and singing since we
were about 10 years old,” said Kristen Bosco, a family and consumer sciences major; Courtney Bosco is a
communication disorders major.
“Kristen and Courtney were by far my favorite act
of the night,” Hartman said. “They were both
extremely talented girls.”
Scott Clements, sophomore jazz studies major, performed a couple of his own songs as well.
Clements plays numerous instruments but played

the guitar and sang for the Open Mic Night.
His first song, entitled “Freak Country,” was written about the narcissistic relationship people have
with mirrors.
For Clements, Open Mic Night is an opportunity to
expose others to his music.
“I perform to spread my style of expression to others,” Clements said.
Open Mic Night was coordinated by Taisha Mikell,
one the board’s graduate advisers.
Mikell said the event has been going on for a few
years now and it gives students a chance to showcase
their talent.
Even though the event is judged, there is little pressure put on the contestants because of the relaxed and
comfortable atmosphere.
“It’s judged on stage presence, performance and
audience feedback,” Mikell said.
No clear winner was picked, however. All participants received prizes
Food and drinks were available and the room was lit
by tea-light candles atop printed scarves on every
table.
Students who attended the event were asked to fill
out surveys in order to help the board plan future
events around students’ interests.
The next Open Mic Night will be held 9 p.m.
Thursday Nov. 13 at 7th Street Underground.
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Parade rules to be implemented this week
By Carly Mullady
CITY EDITOR

Eastern’s
collaborative
Homecoming Parade initiative will
go into effect this week following
city approval.
The initiative, put together by
the
University
Board
Homecoming Committee, works to
combine efforts between Eastern
and its hometown to ensure security along the parade route.
Homecoming committee chair
Chelsea Frederick, a junior speech
communication major, said the
original Parade Escort Team initiative will go into effect this week.
“We talked to the mayor about
it,” Frederick said. “Everything is
finalized just as it was presented
last week.”
Last Tuesday, the Charleston
City Council heard a presentation
of the Homecoming Committee’s
initiative.
As a response to reports of last
year’s parade spectators harassing
and throwing objects at participants,
representatives
from
Eastern and the city have been
working to increase parade security.
Frederick outlined plans for
combined efforts between city
officials and police and Eastern
students, the Student Government,
administrators and campus police.
The initiative included plans to
develop rules and make them readily available to all parade spectators and participants.
During
her
presentation,
Frederick said, “The Parade
Escort Team is taking the initiative
to create a brochure, pass it out,
put ads in the newspaper, radio,
T.V., in the dorms, the union, everywhere; the rules will be posted.
“Basically we’ll post the rules all
over the campus, all over the community to stop what is going to hap-

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Due to spectators throwing objects and verbally harassing members of last years’ Homecoming parade, the city council plans on passing an initiative to
get more security for Homecoming this year.
pen before it happens.”
The Charleston and University
Police Departments and a team of
Eastern representatives will patrol
the route in Parade Escort Team
shirts. Eastern representatives
will carry walkie-talkies and contact police should they encounter
inappropriate behavior.
Those choosing to ignore the
regulations will be issued citations
and students will be submitted to
judicial affairs.
Mayor Dan Cougill suggested
Tuesday
that
police
begin
patrolling the parade route 6:30-7

a.m., warning residents hosting
parties of potential punishment for
misbehavior.
The city’s External Relations
Committee of Cougill and council
members Marge Knoop and Larry
Rennels had until Friday to
approach
the
Homecoming
Committee with initiative recommendations.
Cougill said he believed
Frederick covered all of the city’s
suggestions in the original initiative.
“One of the items Marge
brought up was to make sure what-

ever we did, that we disciplined
students and residents equally,” he
said.
The intiative’s components will
go into effect this week.
“We are going to hand out
brochures and flyers over the
weekend, or since it is a break,
maybe Monday,” Frederick said.
University and city police will be
warning partying residents along
the route before the parade.
“Police will be going to every
house along Sixth and Seventh
Streets, laying down the law,” she
said. “If they have to come back

that is when they will get in trouble.
Inappropriate behavior during
the parade will be immediately
punished since residents have
already been warned.”
“We want to make it a point that
we are expecting everyone in the
parade, participants and spectators, to act responsibly,” Cougill
said.

City Editor Carly Mullady can be
reached at LoisLayne83@aol.com.

Faculty Senate to take up where it left off, fill new positions
By Dominique Brown
S TA F F W R I T E R

The Faculty Senate will deal
with a loaded agenda Tuesday.
“We have a lot of business to
take care of,” said Senate Chair
Dave Carpenter.
Two weeks ago, the senate
voiced concerns to various members of the Board of Trustees on
the presidential search, and last
week the senate shortened the
meeting to respect the passing of
senate recorder Dr. Luis ClayMendez.
The resolution concerning a possible vote of confidence in the
board is one issue now pending,
Carpenter said.
Some
senate
members
expressed frustration toward the
board’s decision Sept. 31 to end the
presidential search and offer interim President Lou Hencken a twoyear contract extension.
“I wish we never had reason to
begin to discuss a vote of confidence,” John Allison, English professor and senate member, previously said. Allison proposed the
motion at last week’s senate meeting.
“But the board’s decision to dis-

continue the search flies against a
lot of the values that many faculty
members hold dear,” Allison said.
He said those values are equal
employment opportunity, competitive hiring and meaningful shared
governance.
Allison hopes a vote of no confidence would attract notice from
the Illinois Board of Higher
Education or the state government.
Various members from the board
have previously expressed they
believe a vote of confidence
against the BOT by faculty campus-wide would support them.
IBHE members are appointed
by the state governor.
Les Hyder, of the IBHE Faculty
Advisory Council and journalism
department chair, will make a
speech concerning the entity’s concern with faculty efficiency.
Members of the IBHE would
like to see the faculty do more
within the university. In the
speech, Hyder will report to the
senate that higher education is not
a
priority
for
Gov.
Rod
Blagojevich’s budget concerns.
“I perceive the IBHE is very
serious about the issues they
raised,” Hyder said.
The election of a new recorder,
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Technology professor Mori Toosi
last week said he intended to
resign as soon as he could.
“We will immediately be discussing the election of a recorder
after approving the minutes to fill
in for Luis,” Carpenter said.
Also, Bob Augustine and Jill
Owen, North Central Accreditation
self-study co-chairs, will give a
presentation on the university’s
preparation for reaccreditation in
2005.
Blair Lord, provost and vice
president for academic affairs,
will reveal to the senate the 200405 academic calender. Lord said a
formula to devise the calender had
previously been created, so the
actual creation process was like
“following a recipe.”
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◆ Vacant seats to be filled this week
By Dan Renick
S TA F F W R I T E R

The Faculty Senate could fill two
vacancies within the senate Tuesday.
Since the death of Dr. Luis ClayMendez and the proposed resignation of
Mori Toosi, the senate has two unfinished three-year terms that need to be
filled.
The senate has 15 members, all of
who are on three-year terms. Five members are up for election every year.
Mendez’s term would have ended this
spring and Toosi’s will end spring 2004.
The senate’s bylaws have procedures
to follow if a position needs to be filled.
The senate will look at other candidates
from the year the vacant senate member was elected.
Potential candidates must have
received 75 percent of votes compared
with the senate member who was elected in with the least amount of votes.
If a candidate from the year does not
meet those requirements, the following
year’s pool of candidates is used, senate
Chair David Carpenter said.
After the senate finds a list of eligible

candidates they will make a decision,
Carpenter said.
That was the case in 1999 when
Lankford Walker, a business professor
and senate member, died.
The senate will decide who will be
approached this week, but those people
may not be able to take the position, said
senate Vice Chair Barbara Lawrence.
Dr. Clay-Mendez, a foreign languages
professor, was elected in 2001 and Toosi,
a technology professor, was elected in
2002.
A candidate may no longer wish to be
a part of the council or may not have the
time to fulfill the responsibilities,
Lawrence said.
“We’re going to let the bylaws guide
us,” Carpenter said. “If we have to, we
will have a special election.”
The senate hopes to have both vacancies filled by this week, Carpenter said.
He expects the process to run smoothly
and said the senate will continue with
their usual business.
“The problem is the loss of the
individual,” Carpenter said. “We
will always be able to fill seats.”
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OPINION

Faculty all part of Eastern’s family
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Editorial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor

jfeasternnews@hotmail.com

EDITORIAL

Channel
needs more
than surveys

Avian Carrasquillo
Managing editor
and semimonthly
columnist for The
Daily Eastern
News
Carrasquillo also
is a senior
journalism major
He can be reached at
avian_carrasquillo@
yahoo.com

Since its inception more than two years ago, the
campus movie station has seen mixed reaction
from students.

Nothing lasts forever, so enjoy
it while you can.
The past two weeks have
proven to be tough for the
Eastern community, as two of its
best and brightest have passed
away.
I’m talking of course about
Luis Clay-Mendez, Kathy Denton
and Johnetta Jones.
I never had the pleasure of
getting to know Luis, only of
knowing of him.
Whether it was an article in
The Daily Eastern News about
Clay-Mendez championing his
beliefs and what was good for
the campus or just how others
respected and loved the man.
His story is unique; he’s a
Cuban refugee who came to
America and became a professor
a leader on campus and so much
more to so many people.
Luis was a teacher and mentor
to thousands of students over
the years. Luis’s widow, Penny
Clay, told The Daily Eastern
News that Luis was the kind of
man that didn’t hold regrets in
life because he did it all.
Whatever he set his mind to
accomplishing would eventually
be done ar at least tried.
I only wish we could all live a
full life like that. Clay-Mendez

“Now that Family
Weekend is over,
Eastern will have to
face its next one without
two members of its
family. Instead of
mourning for their loss,
we should celebrate
who they were.”
was truly a class act that made
me proud to be a Latino and hold
my head up high. When he left
us, he was busy writing a letter
to the editor commending
Student Senate and The Daily
Eastern News because he truly
cared about this campus.
Sadly, just a week later,
Eastern lost another great pair
in Johnetta Jones and Kathy
Denton.
I did not know Denton, but I
did have the pleasure of meeting
Johnetta.
For those that didn’t know her,
she was like a surrogate mother
to many here on campus.

Johnetta called it like she saw it,
and never hesitated to tell you
where you could improve,
because she knew that sometimes all we really need is a little tough love to get going in the
right direction.
Johnetta had a smile that
could light up a room and a
laugh that was infectious. She
helped me land an internship
with the Chicago Tribune
through the Minority Internship
Program.
Jones never hesitated to ask
how you were doing and was
never too busy to to take calls
from a pesky reporter like
myself.
Now that Family Weekend is
over, Eastern will have to face
its next one without two members of its family. Instead of
mourning for their loss, we
should celebrate who they were
and be thankful for the time we
had them in our lives, but not
just them.
We all have family and friends
at home that we might neglect
because of our busy schedules,
but no matter how busy we think
we are, there’s time for those
close to us, and if you think
there isn’t, then maybe it’s time
you change your priorities.

While on campus residents once had the privied in order to save the more than $300,000 HBO
subscriptions would have cost students and to
“allow for a wide range of movies,” according to
director of housing and dining Mark Hudson.
The movie channel, contracted through St.
Louis-based film distributor SWANK, costs a

At issue

mere $35,000 annually,

The usefulness of the
campus movie channel.
Our stance
The movie
committee needs to
gather student input
and consider tying
films to campus
events and avoid
repeat film showings.

but do students have
proper input as to what
films are shown and how
the system operates?
The campus channel’s
committee is now in the
process of providing student surveys to collect

Cartoon by Gia Hyos

lege of HBO, the campus movie station was creat-

input, but students also
need greater access to the members of the committee as well as the means with which to join
said committee. As it stands, the Residence Hall
Association formed the movie committee, but it
may be safe to say the average student has no
knowledge of who is on the committee, how they
were chosen or how films are selected each
month.
Each month, the committee selects 18 movies to
show from a catalog of thousands with six recent
releases and the remaining 12 films from recent
years. If the committee has 12 non-current films
to choose from, why not pick classic films, or at
least classic films of this generation, rather than
randomly selecting films that can, in many cases,
already be seen on basic cable?
And why is it numerous films have been shown
in successive years? Were new movies simply not
available?
And while the committee typically tries to tie
movies into a month’s holidays or various themes,
the channel could be so much more. Along with
showing a film to accompany a certain holiday,
the campus channel could also use film to promote events happening on campus. For example,
why not show Barry Blaustein’s documentary
“Beyond the Mat” as a way of promoting Mick
Foley’s speaking date on campus Nov. 1? And if
Wayne Brady had appeared in any notable films,
this month would have been a perfect opportunity
to showcase his comedy on film.
The campus channel is a great idea, but students need the opportunity to not only give their
input on what films should be shown, but also
need to be aware of what they could do to join the
movie committee or voice their concerns.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR

TURN:

LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

Fee spending had proper consent
In the Oct. 8 issue of The
Daily Eastern News, the editorial board stated their
opinion that the University
Board should have had consent to spend close to $4,000
on T-shirts for Homecoming.
The University Board has
the consent. In fact, in a previous article, Kevin Sampier
writes, "The Apportionment
Board, a group of students
and faculty in charge of allocating funds to groups on
campus, voted 8-0 to allow
UB to spend the money from
its budget." Apparently,
according to the editorial
board, this vote is invalid.
Moreover, the editorial
board suggests that the only
legitimate decision-making
entity among students is
Student Government, who
are elected and "at least the
student body essentially has
a choice in the decisions the

executives make."
Allow me to take this time
to educate readers about the
Apportionment Board. This
board, often the subject of
such confusion, is led by an
elected member of Student
Government, who, as is
implied, is a legitimate steward of student fees.
In fact, Larry Ward III,
student vice president of
business affairs, , appointed
fellow students, facult, and
staff alike to make decisions
on the allocation of the student activity fee. So yes, students, albeit representatives,
have consented on this issue.
Furthermore, as an alumnus of Eastern Illinois
University, I am overjoyed
that the Homecoming committee has decided to take on
a community service project
with the Points for
Prevention program to aid in

the prevention and detection
of breast cancer.
I also am impressed there
is finally a conscious effort
from the Homecoming committee and other campus
organizations to foster
school spirit at Eastern,
something sorely missed
among the campus community.
Sure, there wasn't a survey sent to each and every
member of the student body
concerning whether or not
the Homecoming committee
should purchase t-shirts, but
should there be?
The answer is no. The
Apportionment Board,

University Board and
Student Government all have
mechanisms in place to
ensure students' opinions are
represented in these decisions.
If you ask me, there are
far more important issues to
the student body than their
contribution of thirty-seven
cents to this purchase.
Ultimately, the students
will make their own decision
whether or not they are willing to be "charged twice" and
actually purchase the t-shirt.
Alison Mormino
Class of 2002

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
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Student senate members to fulfill requirement
◆

Semesterly diversity requirement encourages Student Senate members to embrace differences by attending cultural events

By Brian O’Malley

“You can’t be a
senator and not be
diverse because you’re

STUDENT GOVERNMENT REPORTER

Each member of the Student
Senate is required to attend one
approved diversity event each
semester, said Nancy Zegler, chair
of the senate Diversity Affairs
Committee.
The requirements were made to
bring more diversity to the Student
Senate.
Zegler posted a list in the
Student Activities Center earlier in
the semester of approved events
senate members can attend to
meet the requirements, Zegler previously said.
A number of
senate
members
haven’t
completed the
requirement so
far but have
plans to do so.
The penalty for
not doing so is it
counts against
Nancy Zegler
one
Student
Senate absence.
After three absences, members
are removed from serving on senate.
Several senate members completed their requirement by going
to the Buzzard Hall Auditorium to
see the movie “Frida” Oct. 3.
John Bunker, an accounting
major, saw the movie and said the
diversity requirement is important
and all students should be
involved.
“I do see that there is a lot of separation on campus,” Bunker said.
“We’re taking a good step in the
right direction.”
Matt Taggart, a management
major, said seeing the movie was a
positive experience.
“As student senators, going to
diversity events shows a little bit
of leadership,” Taggart said.
Andrew Berger, a freshman
political science major, also
watched “Frida” for his requirement, and said he wished he would
have chosen something else.

representing the
school.”
—Bryan Johnson

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Attendees of the Latin Heritage Banquet line up for their food Saturday, Oct. 4, in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union.
“I didn’t really see it as a diverse
movie,” Berger said. “It was more
of a porno.”
Berger said each event possible
to fill the requirement should be
researched to eliminate any that

Are You
still
wishing on
that Star for
money?
Advertise in
the Den!
(It’s Faster)
Starlight, Starbright, First Star......

don’t address diversity.
“I wish I would have had more
proper knowledge,” Berger said of
the movie.
Bryan Johnson, a sophomore
social science major, attends EIU

Pride meetings. Pride is a group
focused on gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transsexual issues. Johnson
said he fully supports Pride and
wants to make it more known
around campus.

“Gay rights should be recognized on campus and everywhere,”
Johnson said. “EIU Pride is a wonderful (organization) and it brings
that minority together.”
All senate members must be
diverse to represent the school,
Johnson said.
“You can’t be a senator and not
be diverse because you’re representing the school,” Johnson said.
Lindsey Baum, a junior psychology major, said she is deciding
whether to go to a Pride meeting or
see the movie “Real Women Have
Curves,” which is about a young
Hispanic girl.
Baum said each senate member
is responsible to inform students
about the diversity of the campus.
“As student senators, your job is
to represent the students,” Baum
said. “We can’t fully represent all
students until we step out of our
shoes and step into their shoes.”
Matt Carlstrom, a junior social
science major, said he plans on
attending a National Pan-Hellenic
Council meeting, which takes place
every Thursday.
Carlstrom said the diversity
requirements don’t help the campus that much.
“I don’t think it’s doing any great
service, but I understand why they
do it and I don’t think that’s
wrong,” Carlstrom said.
Other events on the requirement
list included the Special Olympics,
a Black Student Union meeting and
a Latino heritage dinner, Bunker
said.

The Ladies of
COLD CREEK MANOR(R) Daily 7:00
UNDERWORLD(R) Daily 7:15

Sigma Kappa
would like to proudly announce

Mark Paulmeri
of
GOOD BOY (PG) Daily 4:00, 6:15, 8:30

Sigma Chi

KILL BILL (R) Daily 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
THE RUNDOWN (PG-13) Daily 5:30,
8:00, 10:15

as our new 2003 Sweetheart!

SECONDHAND LIONS (PG) Daily 4:15,
6:45, 9:20
INTOLERABLE CRUELTY(PG13) Daily
5:15, 7:45 10:10
SCHOOL OF ROCK (PG13) Daily 3:50,
6:30, 9:10
UNDER THE TUSCAN SUN (PG13) Daily
4:30, 7:00, 9:40
OUT OF TIME (PG13) Daily 4:45, 7:15,
9:50

Advertise

Fall In Love Today!

Are you tired of
getting peanuts
for pay?

Advertise In The DEN, And
Make Some Money Today!

Advertise In The Den!

Plain and Simple.
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Remembered:

Normal temperatures, showers
are predicted for this week

Eastern community shares fond memories
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

outdoor Fall Break plans.
“I’ll carry an umbrella, but I won’t be able to go running outside because you can’t run with an umbrella,”
said freshman undecided major Maeve Lawler.
Price attributed this week’s upcoming forecast to a
“big high pressure dome drifting from west to east.”
The rest of the week will be partly cloudy, according to the National Weather Service Web site.
Also, a slight chance of rain is possible mid-week.
“We can expect a shower or two; not anything spectacular,” Price said.
The brightly colored leaves clustered around campus are getting harder and harder to step around, said
Sully Sullivan, a freshman special education major.
On the other hand, “It makes the campus more
beautiful than it already is,” said freshman Jessie
Benz, political science major.

Nicole Nicolas
S TA F F W R I T E R

With Fall Break approaching, the weather doesn’t
look so good going into the three-day weekend.
Dalias Price, former Eastern professor and local
weather observer, said the days are shortening and
with that comes milder weather. As wind moves slower, it will speed up as fall gives way to winter.
“The trees are putting on color. We can look upon
this as Indian summer,” Price said.
The forecast for this week is not quite as nice as last
week, but is still warm for autumn.
“It will be mostly pleasant not nearly as warm as
last week, but we will have more normal temperatures
in the 60s, dropping to 40s at night,” Price said.
The temperatures will drop as low as 38 degrees at
night, so umbrellas should be packed for anyone with

Extreme obesity is ballooning in U.S. adults
CHICAGO (AP) – Americans are not just getting
fatter, they are ballooning to extremely obese proportions at an alarming rate.
The number of extremely obese American adults –
those who are at least 100 pounds overweight – has
quadrupled since the 1980s to about 4 million. That
works out to about 1 in every 50 adults.
Extreme obesity once was thought to be a rare, distinct condition whose prevalence remained relatively
steady over time. The new study contradicts that
thinking and suggests that it is at least partly due to
the same kinds of behavior — overeating and underactivity — that have contributed to the epidemic number of Americans with less severe weight problems.
In fact, the findings by a RAND Corp. researcher
show that the number of extremely obese adults has
surged twice as fast as the number of less severely
obese adults.
On the scale of obesity, “as the whole population
shifts to the right, the extreme categories grow the
fastest,” said RAND economist Roland Sturm. He
added: “These people have the highest health care
costs.”
Sturm said health problems associated with obesity
— including diabetes, heart disease, high blood pressure and arthritis — probably affect the extremely
obese disproportionately and at young ages.
Sturm analyzed annual telephone surveys conducted nationwide by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. His report covers surveys from 1986
through 2000. The findings appear in Monday’s
Archives of Internal Medicine.
In 1986, 1 in 200 adults reported height and weight
measurements reflecting extreme obesity, or a bodymass index of at least 40. By 2000 that had jumped to

1 in 50, Sturm found.
The prevalence of the most extreme obesity — people with a BMI of at least 50 — grew fivefold from 1
in 2,000 to 1 in 400, Sturm said.
By contrast, ordinary obesity — a BMI of 30 to 35 —
doubled, from about 1 in 10 to 1 in 5, based on the same
surveys.
Body-mass index is a ratio of height to weight.
Americans tend to understate their weight, and a
recent study based on actual measurements found an
obesity rate of nearly 1 in 3, or almost 59 million people. Sturm said his findings probably understate the
problem for the same reason.
The average man with a BMI of 40 in Sturm’s study
was 5-foot-10 and 300 pounds, while the average
woman was 5-foot-4 and 250 pounds.
Dr. Mary Vernon, a trustee of the American Society
of Bariatric Physicians, said the study reflects what
doctors who specialize in treating obesity are seeing
in their offices. Vernon said the number of her
patients weighing 300 to 350 pounds or so has doubled
in the past several years.
She said thinking has evolved from a generation
ago, when many doctors believed extreme obesity
was due to hormonal abnormalities or other distinct
conditions.
Now many believe it is a combination of lifestyle
factors and genetics, as well as a propensity for some
people’s bodies to be hyper-efficient at storing calories.
Vernon said the biggest challenge in treating
severely obese people, who typically have tried mightily to lose weight, “is giving them enough hope that it’s
worth trying again.”

CeCi Brinker, director of the Student Life Office, Minority Affairs and
Student Life collaborated on a lot of different things and Brinker knew
Ms. Jones well.
“We developed a pretty good
working relationship because of
“Ms. Jones was somethat,” Brinker said. “She was a
friend for me.
one you could relate ,
“Johnetta was a person in the
know, looked to for answers for
the type of person that
questions as well as support.”
Brinker said Ms. Jones
understood people.”
served on and chaired various
committees on campus.
—Ceci Brinker
“I think anyone you asked
Director of Student Life Office
who knew her would say a good
way to describe her would be as
a go-to person and a person in the know. Hands down, it would be
Johnetta Jones and she built a reputation on that.
“She was a definite people person. Johnetta could relate to just about
anyone regardless of their background,” Brinker said. “Whether it be
personal or work related, people consulted and confided in her for support and for help.”
Brinker said Ms. Jones was “someone you could relate to; the type of
person that understood people. She made it a point to know people on
both a professional and personal level.
“It just seems like everyone on campus knew her, respected her and
had a really good rapport with her and I think it speaks volumes on the
type of person she was and the level of respect and admiration that people had for her just within the Eastern community.”
Kelly Jackson, a speech communication graduate student, said she has
known Ms. Jones since her freshmen year when she was in the Gateway
Program.
“Once I was out of the program, I knew I could always talk to her and
any member of the faculty. She made it seem like a family.”
Jackson had recently started a graduate assistance position in the
Minority Affairs Office with Ms. Jones.
Working with Ms. Jones, Jackson said she “gave me bits and pieces of
advice that have helped me with graduate school. She always shared
experiences she had with me.”
Nichols is organizing a service with the staff of Minority Affairs and
the Student Life office for Ms. Jones. Nichols said students are also
actively involved. The service is scheduled for 4 p.m. Thursday in the
Grand ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.University Union.
James H. Walker, who runs Jackson Funeral Home in Carbondale, will
be taking care of Ms. Jones’ arrangements. Arrangements have not been
set yet, but “will be held Saturday, but probably at one of the bigger
churches in Carbondale.”
Ms. Jones’s family resides in Carbondale, Ill.

Campus Editor Jennifer Chiariello can be reached at cujc7@eiu.edu.

Village Rentals
1305 Lincoln Ave
217-345-6424
Open for Breakfast
Weekdays 5am - 11am
Weekends 5am - 12pm

Chicken Lunch 3 Piece Dinner
2 pieces of chicken
3 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw • biscuit
coleslaw • 2 biscuits

$$ 80
80

2

Every
Tuesday
11am - 8pm

$$ 15
15

3

~Renting for 2004-2005
~Well Maintained
~All houses and
apartments furnished
~Close to campus
~2-4 bed houses & 1,2,3
bed apts, duplexes available
Call for an appt. 345-2516

Vote 4 Josh Roberson!

TUESDAY

@

Giant Joust
$3.25 Miller Lite Chugs
$2.00 Bacardi Mixers

Bigger is Better

Royal Heights Apts
1,2,3 person rates

Now open Tuesday@

IMMEDIATE
OPEN

11AM

all day all nite
plus

Mega Burger W/ fries 349

$150 Old Style
Wrigleyville cans
1Drafts $5 Pitchers,
Lite & Liennie Craft Brews

50¢ Hot Dogs Gametime

Good luck on your homecoming nomination.
`Shortcake

Wantto

SCARE

the
Competition
advertise 581-2816 away?

get lucky in business

Advertise Tired of relying on other
in the people for rides? Need money
for transportation?
DEN
Today! ADVERTISE IN THE DEN

SPRING 2004
free parking
call 346-3583
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Monkeys with brain implants move robot arm by thought
(AP) – Monkeys with brain implants were trained to move
a robot arm with their thoughts, a key advance by
researchers who hope one day to allow paralyzed people to
perform similar tasks.
A series of electrodes containing tiny wires were implanted about a millimeter deep into the brains of two monkeys.
A computer then recorded signals produced by the monkeys’ brains as they manipulated a joystick controlling the
robotic arm in exchange for a reward.
The joystick was later unplugged and the arm was controlled directly by the brain signals coming from the
implants. The monkeys eventually stopped using the joystick, as if they knew their brains were controlling the robot
arm, Duke University researcher Miguel Nicolelis said.
“Three of us were in the room watching the monkey late
at night, and all of sudden the monkey just dropped the joystick and started playing the game ... the monkey just got it

that she didn’t need to move the joystick,” Nicolelis said.
“We couldn’t believe it, it was almost like the monkey was
telling us, ‘Believe me, I can do it.’ ... She was very happy;
she was very enthused about the fact she could do it.” The
second monkey also stopped using the joystick.
The work was reported Monday in the first edition of the
journal PLoS Biology, a free, peer-reviewed scientific journal published online by the Public Library of Science.
The Duke researchers had previously wired the brains of
monkeys to allow a robotic arm to mimic motions made by
the monkeys when using a joystick or reaching for food.
Humans have already been implanted with a similar
device that allows them to control the movement of a cursor
on a computer screen through their thoughts. The implant
used in the monkey work, however, is smaller and the task
accomplished was more complex.
The Duke researchers have now moved onto researching

Escaped prisoner search continues
WILKES-BARRE, Pa. (AP) – A warden
says he wants an inspection of prison windows after an inmate charged with two murders and suspected of three others removed a
seventh-floor window and escaped.
The 12-inch-by-18-inch window was found,
intact, on the lower bunk of the cell from
which Hugo Selenski and another inmate
escaped on Friday, Luzerne County
Correctional Facility Warden Gene Fischi
said. Selenski remained at large Monday
morning.
Similar windows at the jail are also vulnerable to being opened, Fischi said.
The inmates climbed down a rope assembled from 12 prison-issue bedsheets.
Selenski’s cellmate, Scott Bolton, fell during
the escape attempt and was captured on a
rooftop, critically injured. Bolton told officials that Selenski pushed him during their
escape, but did not say whether it was an
accident or not, Fischi said Sunday.
Selenski is charged with the murder of two
people whose remains were exhumed from
the yard of his home outside Wilkes-Barre.
He also is a suspect in the deaths of three others whose bodies were also recovered from
his property.
The escape occurred near the end of a twohour period during which cells are unlocked
and inmates in the overcrowded maximum
security unit are permitted to leave them to
socialize.
Selenski, 30, and Bolton, 39, walked into
another inmate’s unoccupied cell and
removed the same window that was taken out
in a failed 1990 escape attempt, Fischi said.
The earlier attempt prompted the jail to weld
windows to their frames, install bolts and add
a layer of wire mesh to the interior.
Officials were examining the post-1990
improvements to see why they failed to stop

Selenski and if further modifications are
needed, he said.
“I welcome an investigation. I want them to
test those windows,” Fischi said.
District Attorney David Lupas criticized
prison officials for allowing Selenski to wear
nondescript civilian clothing and for giving
the men access to a broom handle that might
have been used to pry open the window.
He also said the prison was wrong to allow
maximum security inmates to have “free
access to each other’s cells.”
Fischi said that guards are instructed to
discipline prisoners they catch in a cell other
than their own, but he said that the white Tshirt and gray sweat pants Selenski was
wearing are standard exercise attire. The
inmates typically wear green jumpsuits, he
said.
In the short term, Fischi has added perimeter building checks and more regular inspections of cell windows.
Selenski’s attorney, Demetrius Fannick,
said neither he nor any of Selenski’s family
members have had any contact from him. A
phone call Selenski made from prison less
than two hours before the escape was to his
girlfriend, but he did not mention his plans
and she was unaware of them, Fannick said.
“She was completely shocked when the
police showed up at her door,” Fannick said.
Selenski has been in jail since June, when
police acting on a tip obtained a search warrant and began digging up bodies in his yard.
Prosecutors said two victims, Frank James,
29, and Adeiye Keiler, 22, were killed in May
as part of a plot to make money by kidnapping and robbing drug dealers. No charges
have been filed in the deaths of the other
three: a pharmacist who had been linked to
illegal drug sales, his girlfriend and a third
person whose identity has not been released.

similar implants in humans, and Nicolelis said he is more
optimistic about the prospects for use in humans.
“It could do a lot of things, wheelchairs, computers, prosthetic arms, perhaps their own arms,” Nicolelis said.
Appliances, remote objects in other locations in the house
and robots all could be controlled, he said.
“It really opens the possibilities, and it reduces the
amount of time. Previously, I had thought it might be five to
10 years before we could apply this to humans. I’m getting
more optimistic now, I think in a couple of years we may be
doing the real clinical trials.”
The implants remained in the Duke monkeys for 2 1/2
years showing they can be used for extended period. Over
time, the monkeys’ brains adapted to treat the robotic arm as
if it was their own limb, Nicolelis said.

Students critically
injured in Rutgers Brawl
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. (AP) – Two
Rutgers University students were critically injured in an off-campus brawl that
involved members of a Rutgers fraternity,
a social club and some members of the
school’s wrestling team.
The fight broke out around 3:30 a.m.
Sunday at an off-campus party following an
argument, officials said. Seven people were
charged.
From 30 to 35 people were on each side of
the street fight, with some swinging poles
or wooden sticks, said Mark Strampfer, 21,
a Rutgers senior and witness.
John P. Morin, and Robert Morgan, both
20, received serious head injuries when
they were struck with a baseball bat,
authorities said.
Morin was listed in critical condition
Monday at Robert Wood Johnson
University Hospital in New Brunswick,
spokesman John Patella said. The hospital
released no information about Morgan at
the request of his family, Patella said.
Police and university officials deferred
all questions to the Middlesex County prosecutor’s office on Monday.
Bill Lamb, an assistant prosecutor, said
the fight involved some members of the
Sigma Pi fraternity, the wrestling team and
Squam, a social club that is not recognized
by the school. The attack happened outside
a house where the social club was having a
party, and both injured students allegedly
belong to Squam.
Jonathan Rodriguez, 23, who allegedly

wielded the bat, was a Rutgers student and
member of the wrestling team last year,
but had taken this semester off. He faces
weapons offenses, assault and rioting
charges, and was being held without bail.
His twin brother, Kenneth Rodriguez, a
senior and member of the wrestling team,
was charged with conspiracy to commit
riot, hindering the investigation and a
weapons offense. He was being held on
$150,000 bail.
Five others faced rioting charges. Four
attended Rutgers; the fifth was visiting
from another college.
Rutgers
President
Richard
L.
McCormick said in a statement that the
school “will pursue all appropriate actions
against any Rutgers students who took part
in the incident.”
Squam, the social club where the fight
took place, is owned by a private corporation and was a fraternity house until 1999,
according to university records. It was
once a fraternity that had its chapter
revoked for safety violations and is now
considered an off-campus housing unit and
not covered by university regulations for
fraternities.
At the Squam house, candles left over
from a Sunday night vigil lined the porch.
There was also a sign that read: “John and
Rob, our prayers are with you.”
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HELP

WANTED

Server for fine dining restaurant in
Paris for Thursday , Friday, and
Saturday evenings. Must be
cheerful,
professional,
and
dependable. Phone 465-2003
________________________10/16
Female models needed for calendar. NO NUDITY! Looking for
diversity. Please contact Kevin at
312-656-2169. Photo shoot will
be local. Easy pay. Decent
Money
________________________10/17
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
________________________10/23
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED no exp. required, all looks and
ages. Earn $100-$500 per day1888-820-0167 x u171.
________________________11/7
Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service / inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional
atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 3451303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
__________________________00
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303
____________________________0
5 Bedroom, 2 blocks from campus, 2 baths, C/A, W/D, furnished. 2 bedroom duplex $350.
345-7244.
________________________10/15
Fall ‘04, 5 bed, 1 1/2 bath home.
Next to O’Brien Stadium. A/C,
Screened-in porch. NO PETS.
$1125 month. 345-5037
________________________10/16

FOR

FOR

RENT

1 Bedroom apts. for August 0405. PP&W PROPERTIES. 2
EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS
1
BLOCK, & 1 1/2 BLOCKS NORTH
OF OLD MAIN ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2
person leases. Central heat &
A/C, laundry facility. Trash service
and off street parking included.
Perfect for serious student or
couples. 348-8249
__________________________00
2004-2005 1 & 2 Bdrm furnished
apts. Trash & water paid. 10 mo.
lease. No pets. 345-5048.
__________________________00
2004-2005 2 bdrm furnished
townhouse. Central Air, garbage
disposal, laundry on premise.
1521 1st. 345-5048
__________________________00
2004-2005 3 bdrm furnished apt.
Central air, garbage disposal,
laundry on premise. 1521 1st
345-5048
__________________________00
2004-2005 Furnished houses. 1/2
block from Rec. Center. No pets.
10 mo. lease. 345-5048
__________________________00
FOR RENT FOR 2004. 5/4/3/2
BEDROOM HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH APARTMENTS.
1026 EDGAR. 348-5032
__________________________00
4-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
apts. new, clean, and close to EIU
345-6100.
__________________________00
For 2004/2005 Nice 4 and 5 bedroom houses. Excellent locations,
cable internet hook-ups in every
bedroom. Washer and Dryer
hookup. 275-300 per person. Call
345-0652
__________________________00
BUCANNAN ST. APTS, 1 Bdrm
now available. FOR SPRING
2004. Call 345-1266
__________________________00
04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
apts. new, clean, and close to EIU
345-6100.
__________________________00
JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
UNF APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG,
MICRO,
CEILING
FAN/AC,
TRASH PD. 1305 18TH STREET.
$395 MO. PH. 348-7746.
__________________________00

RENT

CAMPUS

FOR

RENT

Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
available for Jan. 04. Parking/trash
incl., laundry on premises, locally
owned, by EIU police. Call 3480673 leave a msg.
__________________________00
Efficiency apartment close to
campus with A/C. Males only, no
smoking. $340/month. All utilities
included. 345-3232 days.
__________________________00
BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
__________________________00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
__________________________00
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 3455048
__________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
346-3583
__________________________00
Girl wanted to share 2 bdrm apt.
$260/month trash and water
included. 1111 2nd next to the
park. Call 348-5427
__________________________00
AVAILABLE JAN 04. NEW 1 BR
APT-Washer/Dryer, Stove, Refrig,
Microwave, Dishwasher. Trash
Pd. $450 mo. 117 W. Polk. Ph.
348-7746.
www.charlestonilapts.com
__________________________00
Available Summer & Fall 2004.
Extremely nice 2&3 bedrooms,
with one or two baths. Apts. and
homes.Washer & dryer included.
No pets. Close to campus. Littiker
Rental 345-9267
________________________10/24

ROOMMATES
Roommates wanted, $295/month.
Call Lindsey 348.1479
____________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
__________________________00

ROOMMATES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Female Roommate needed for 2
BR apartment . Washer & dryer in
apartment, 11th st., close to campus. $280/mo + 1/2 utilities. Call
Nicole, 348-9305 or 618-2467449.
________________________10/17

10,000+
COSTUMES
for
Halloween, Theme Parties, &
Parades-Reserve yours now!
GRAND BALL 609 Sixth ,
Charleston. 345-2617.
________________________10/16
Fraternities-Sororities-ClubsStudent Groups Earn $1,000$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundariser. 3 hour
fundraising event. Our free programs make fundraising easy with
no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the program!
It
works.
Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 9233238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
________________________10/16
ATTENTION: RESORT RECREATION & HOTEL MANAGEMENT
MAJORS! Internships available in
Resort Activities, Front Office &
Food Service, Myrtle Beach &
Hilton Head, SC: Orlando, FL, join
us for a semester or summer
gaining hands on experience in
sunny resort locations! Call 1800-864-6762
or
Email:
info@americanhospitalityacadem
y
.
c
o
m
,
www.AmericanHospitalityAcade
my.com, $300/month stipend,
furnished housing, shuttled transportation, cultural events &
socials, gain a cultural experience, make friends from around
the world, gain AH & LA certification, receive internship credits!
________________________10/20
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 110%
Best Prices! Cancun, Jamaica,
Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida.
Book now and receive free meals
& parties. Campus Reps wanted!
1-800-234-7007 or endlesssummertours.com
________________________10/31
#1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in
Acapulco is now offering 3 destinations! Go Loco in Acapulco,
Party in Vallarta, or get Crazy in
Cabo- all with BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS. Book by Oct.31-get
FREE MEALS! Organize a group
and travel for FREE. Call for
details.
800-875-4525
or
www.bianchi-rossi.com
________________________10/31

A “Reality” Spring Break 2004.
Only with Sunsplash Tours.
Featured in the “The Real
Cancun” Movie. Lowest Prices,
Free Meals & Parties before Nov.
6th, 2 Free Trips for Groups.
www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800426-7710.
__________________11/07
Spring Break- sign up with
Student Express and get FREE
roundtrip airline tickets to over 15
International destinations-including Aruba, Dominican Republic,
Costa Rica, Caribbean hot spots
and more. Why go with anyone
else. Limited offer- call now.
Commission rep positions also
available.
800-787-3787.
www.studentexpress.com
________________________11/21
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group
discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
________________________12/11
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK.
SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON SALE
NOW! www.sunchase.com OR
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!
__________________12/15
ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Group discounts for
6
+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202
________________________01/30
LOG HOUSE CONSIGNMENT/
RESALE SHOP: $1 SALE 9-5.
348-8001.
GO
TO
FAIRGROUNDS, FOLLOW THE SIGN.
____________________00
CITY LIMITS RESTAURANT:
Parents Weekend, Friday and
Saturday buffet and salad bar.
Students bring parents. Show I.D
and receive 10% on entire bill!
Full menu and specials also available. Beer, wine, and cocktails.
________________________10/10

SUBLESSORS
5 Br. House on 1st St., campus
side, needs 1 female roommate.
$200 plus split utlities. Call 847894-8863.
________________________11/07

PERSONALS
67% of EIU students have not
used tobacco within the last
month (n=471 representative EIU
stendent).
________________________10/14
Congrats to Mark Paulmeri of
Sigma Chi on being 2003
Sweetheart of Sigma Kappa! We
can’t wait! Love, Sigma Kappa
________________________10/14
76% of EIU students have not
preformed poorly on tests/project
due to alcohol/drugs (n=471 representative EIU students).
________________________10/15
83% of EIU students do not want
drugs available at the parties they
attend (n=471 representative EIU
students).
________________________10/17
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published. Call 581-2812 for
more information.
__________________________00
Carole’s Piano now accepting
new students. All ages welcome.
Beginner to advanced levels. Call
417-8685 for more information.
Carole is also available to play for
functions, recitals, parties and
contests.
__________________________00

CLIPS

BOTANY CLUB: Meeting Oct.15th in Room 2040, Life Sci. Building @
7:00pm. Embarras Volunteer Stewards Organization (Local branch of
Native Conservancy) *Praire forest burn sites/ activities). *Possible
internships* FREE POPCORN AND PLANT RAFFLE!
ASIAN AMERICAN ASSOC.: Meeting 10/14 at 6pm in Coleman Hall,
rm 2290.

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No

Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______

Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1Swiftly
6Leading the
pack
11
Programming
problem
14“M*A*S*H”
clerk
15Hawaiian
hello
16William Tell’s
canton
17Subject of a
parable of
Jesus
19New IBM
hire, maybe
20___ Victor
21Play for a
sap
22Bridge
23Take off the
books
26Squandered

28Major work
29“___ had it!”
31Rich tapestry
32A sib
33Tankard filler
34Set of principles
36Conniving
sort
38ABC or XYZ
41Serving on a
spit
42Bar bill
43Comedian
Olsen
44Greet the
day
46Run smoothly
47Level on the
evolutionary
ladder
48Produce, as
heat
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51Villain’s epithet
53Nile cobras
54Long-jawed
fish
55Black cuckoo
56Two liters,
e.g.: Abbr.
57Lewis Carroll
poem
62Big time
63Encyclopedia
section
64Actor Milo
65Sloppy digs
66Barn dances
67Whinny
DOWN
1Artist Jean
2Something to
try to shoot
3Fuss
4Core groups
5Novelist
Jong
6J.F.K. overseer
7Shed light on
8Martini’s
partner
9Pumps and
clogs
10Beachgoer’s
goal
11Farm abundances
12University of
Illinois locale
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Puzzle by Ed Early

13Mel Ott’s
team
18Telescope
pioneer
22Bit of mistletoe
23Katharine of
“The
Graduate”
24DeMille production, e.g.
25“Boris
Godunov,”
for one
27Sir, in old
India
30“Make” or
“break”

33Honey-colored
34Ides rebuke
35Mine transport
37Lets up
39Away from
the wind
40
Leathernecks
’ lunch
44Century
plants
45Vacation
spot
46Like some
tea

47Melodious
49Playing marble
50Put off, as a
motion
52Not achieved
57Shake up
58Pothook
shape
59Sorority letter
60Fraternity
party staple
61Derisive cry
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Lieberman proposes
raising taxes on wealthy
MANCHESTER, N.H.(AP) – Democrat Joe Lieberman,
hoping to jump-start his presidential campaign with a fresh
attack on White House policy, is promising to ensure that
upper-income Americans pay more taxes than they did
before President Bush’s record-breaking tax cuts.
As part of what the Connecticut senator calls a major tax
reform package, he also would adjust income tax rates to
lower the burden on middle-class Americans, many of whom
already received cuts under Bush’s policies.
Lieberman is trying to give a lift to his campaign after languishing near the bottom in key state polls and fund raising.
He is being urged by supporters and staff to abandon Iowa’s
caucuses and focus his resources on a handful of states that
hold elections afterward. A major shift in strategy is likely
soon, campaign officials say.
By reducing spending and raising taxes on the wealthy,
Lieberman believes he can cut the deficit every year he’s in
office and balance the budget by the end of his second term.
The details were provided by senior campaign officials
who spoke on condition of anonymity about Lieberman’s
weeklong critique of Bush’s policies and character.
Calling his five-day tour “Leading With Integrity,”
Lieberman is contrasting his reputation for moral certitude
with what he says is the Bush’s failure to keep promises.
Lieberman began the tour Monday in Hartford, Conn.,
then traveled to New Hampshire to outline his case against
Bush in a way he hopes distinguishes himself from eight
Democratic rivals.
“My friends, next November, integrity is on the ballot. I
know that is one we can win,” he told about 200 supporters
at a riverfront park in Hartford.
In Keene, N.H., Lieberman shook hands on his way into
Timoleon’s restaurant, and told the crowd, “I’ve never seen
people in America more worried about the future than they
are today.” He accused President Bush of “taking care of a
small group of people.”

In a text of his address planned for delivery in
Manchester, N.H., Lieberman said Bush has been less than
honest with Americans about Iraq, the environment, the federal deficit, education and the economy. A supporter of
Bush’s war resolution, Lieberman said Iraq is now “teetering on the brink.”
On the first day of his tour, Lieberman focused on his economic plan. He argued that the administration has shifted
tax burdens from the wealthy to middle-income earners.
“That’s class warfare,” Lieberman said. “I’m proposing a
cease-fire. By leading with integrity, we can restore fairness
to the tax code and give some real help to struggling
American families.”
Under his plan, a married couple earning $50,000 annually would save up to $1,000, he said.
Lieberman would do that by changing income tax brackets.
He also would reverse Bush-backed tax breaks given to
people earning more than $200,000 annually. The surtax
would ensure that the wealthy do not benefit from the rate
changes.
Lieberman’s rivals want to repeal Bush’s tax cuts for
wealthy Americans, with most setting the bar at people
exceeding $200,000. Two candidates, Howard Dean and Dick
Gephardt, want to repeal all of Bush’s tax cuts, including
those benefiting middle-class Americans.
From Connecticut and New Hampshire, the tour is taking
Lieberman to Oklahoma, South Carolina, Florida and
Michigan. Iowa is absent from the list, a sign that his campaign is shifting resources from the early caucuses because
of his dismal showing there thus far.
All but Florida are key early voting states in the primary
fight. Florida is the site of the 2000 election recount, where
the Gore-Lieberman ticket narrowly lost to Republicans
George W. Bush and Dick Cheney after a Supreme Court
appeal.

Kucinich officially
announces White
House bid

Stewart doesn’t expect prison

CLEVELAND (AP) – Democrat Dennis Kucinich, the liberal four-term congressman who has been steadfast in his opposition to the Iraq war, formally launched his long-shot bid for
the White House Monday.
“America cannot put its foot on the accelerator of war and
advocate peace,” said Kucinich, who envisions the creation of
a Cabinet-level Department of Peace and devoted much of
his speech to rail against the U.S.-led war.
Kucinich, who has been campaigning for months, made the
announcement in his hometown of Cleveland, the first stop of
a 12-state tour that will include Michigan, New Hampshire,
Wisconsin and Iowa.
“I’m running for president of the United States to enable
the armies of peace,” Kucinich told some 300 supporters in
the chambers of the Cleveland city council, largely quiet on
the Columbus Day holiday.
Kucinich, who favors withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq,
said that if elected president, he would look for nonviolent
ways to solve the world’s problems, including the IsraeliPalestinian tensions in the Middle East. The self-described
urban populist also said he would order a study of reparations for blacks whose ancestors were slaves.
“Freedom bids us to free ourselves from the shackles of
violence,” he said. “When peace becomes innermost, it then
becomes outermost in our communities and our nation.”
The candidate has stressed several themes during his
months on the campaign trail and in candidates’ debates: his
opposition to the U.S.-led war against Iraq and his call for
American troops to return home; his desire to end the North
American Free Trade Agreement that he argues costs U.S.
jobs and his support for a single-payer, universal health care
system.
The kickoff speech at Cleveland’s City Hall served as a
reminder of Kucinich’s political triumphs and bitter disappointments. Elected in 1977, the 31-year-old “boy mayor”
guided a city that two years later became the first since the
Depression to go into default.
Kucinich faced death threats, and was forced to wear a bulletproof vest when he threw out the first ball at a Cleveland
Indians game.
He barely survived a recall election but lost his bid for reelection by a landslide. Then, in the 1990s, he made a political
comeback, winning a state Senate seat and eventually capturing a U.S. House seat in 1996.
Kucinich began campaigning for the Democratic presidential nomination some eight months ago but trails many of
his well-established rivals in fund raising and public opinion
polls. He raised $1.7 million during a three-month period ending June 30 and hopes to show an additional $1.5 million when
campaign finance reports are filed Wednesday.
“I don’t think he’s in the race because he thinks he has a
chance to win it,” said Dave Rohde, a Michigan State
University political science professor. “He’s in the race, at
the very least, to give public vent to some of his concerns.”
Kucinich is likely to appear not only on the presidential
ballot but as a candidate seeking re-election to his House
seat. He must file for both by Jan. 2, according to the Ohio
Secretary of State’s office.

NEW YORK (AP) – Martha Stewart, in her first public
comments since she was indicted in a stock-trading scandal
in June, says she is scared but does not believe she will go
to prison.
The comments, released Monday by ABC News, came in
an interview conducted over the weekend by Barbara
Walters that will air in November, two months before
Stewart’s scheduled trial.
“Who wouldn’t be scared?” Stewart said, according to the
ABC excerpt. “Of course I’m scared. The last place I would
ever want to go is prison. And I don’t think I will be going to
prison, though.”
Stewart, 62, is accused of selling ImClone Systems stock
in 2001 because she was tipped that the family of ImClone
founder Sam Waksal was selling. The next day, the stock
plunged on a negative report from the Food and Drug
Administration.
Stewart has made two court appearances since she was
indicted June 4 along with her former stockbroker, Peter
Bacanovic. Both have pleaded innocent and are scheduled
for trial Jan. 12.
Stewart’s attorneys have asked a federal judge to dismiss
counts of securities fraud and obstruction of justice against
her. She is also charged with conspiracy and two counts of
making false statements.
The five counts carry a total maximum prison sentence of
30 years, but Stewart would likely receive far less under
federal sentencing guidelines if convicted.
Waksal pleaded guilty to instructing his daughter to sell
her shares because he had early word of the FDA report. He
is serving a seven-year sentence in federal prison.
ABC declined to release further excerpts or say where
the interview took place. A Stewart spokeswoman did not
immediately return a call for comment.
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Historic steel mill
reopens against
the odds
ALTON (AP) – His hometown steel mill was the only place
Rick Walla ever wanted to work.
When he lost his job in Laclede Steel’s bankruptcy, “I
thought it was all over,” he said, “(that) I’d never be back
here again.”
But two years later, Walla is working 10-hour shifts in the
same century-old building he once thought was closed for
good. Alton Steel’s opening last month where Laclede once
stood has given him and 129 others good jobs – something
increasingly scarce in Illinois’ rust belt near St. Louis.
Alton Steel officials invited reporters and residents to
tour the mill Monday, and sponsored a free concert by the
Oak Ridge Boys to celebrate.
But for the workers and investors who started the company, the real celebration came the night of Sept. 11, when
Alton Steel’s first 40-foot slab scooted off the conveyor belt
to cool in the evening breeze.
Alton Steel President Mel Cook got the idea to buy
Laclede’s Alton mill shortly after Laclede went bankrupt in
2001, leaving 550 jobless, many of them his own friends.
Cook, 68 and retired, had grown weary of diverting his
eyes to Alton’s northern bluffs whenever he drove by the
empty mill, where his father and uncle had worked before
he gave it 37 years of his own. “I hated to see it go under,”
he said.
After partnering with local lawyer and investor John
Simmons – whose dad also worked at the mill – Cook’s group
bought it from Laclede for $1 million last year. The group,
Cook says, spent another $13 million getting it up and running.
A month after firing up the furnace, Alton Steel produces
800 tons of steel bars a day from the equivalent of 14 freight
cars of scrap metal, Cook said. Every bit is sold before it’s
made.
They’ve hired 130 people, mostly former Laclede workers, and plan to add 70 next year. Union negotiators agreed
to slightly lower wages and fewer job categories to help the
company get started, said Terry Wooden, president of
United Steel Workers Local 3643. Average hourly pay is
$13.20, down from $15.80 under Laclede, Wooden said.
In exchange, workers get full health insurance and next
year will get a cut of the profits and bonuses for increasing
productivity, something that electric-shop supervisor Hugh
Watson said makes a big difference.
“There’s a whole new spirit around here,” Watson said,
nearly yelling over the din of the 67-ton ladle a few yards
away.
But whether that will turn into new profits isn’t certain,
said Charles Bradford, a steel analyst with Bradford
Research/Soleil Securities in New York.
Dozens of steel companies have filed for bankruptcy protection in recent years, citing competition from cheaper foreign imports. President Bush introduced tariffs to try to
stem the losses.
Success can be elusive. “Reopening a really old mill can
be profitable over the short term, but once you have to start
investing capital, you’re history again,” Bradford said.
Charlie Miller, 51 and a father of four, isn’t concerned
with long odds. He’s just happy to be back in his old industry after losing his Laclede job. He was about to move away
from his family to take a job out of town when the Alton
position came up, he said.
“It’s pretty hard to wipe the smile off my face these days,”
said Miller, who leads the human resources department. He
volunteered for a year to help out before the company got
going.
Cook is also confident. As he walks among the mill’s rusty
buildings – along catwalks over red-hot melting rods – he
lists ideas he has to improve efficiency.
He stops to watch Rick Walla on the floor below, driving a
crane that moves the giant ladle into place at the end of his
shift.
“It’s the dreams of these people that keep me going,” Cook
said, watching as Walla closed the crane’s door for the day.
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Marlins’ Pavano wants the ball
◆ Teammates confident pitcher
can succeed in must-win game
(AP) – The Florida Marlins’ season hinges
on Carl Pavano, and that’s fine with him.
The Marlins say it’s fine with them, too.
“I feel confident,” third baseman Mike
Lowell said. “I think he’s got what it takes.”
Pavano will make his first start in 2 1/2
weeks, and the first postseason start of his
career, when the Marlins play the Chicago
Cubs in Game 6 of the NL championship
series Tuesday night.
The right–hander has a career record of
39–50, and he’ll be pitching at Wrigley Field,
where he has never won, against Cubs ace
Mark Prior.
“I’m so excited,” Pavano said. “This is
great. We’ve come a long way this year to get
to the point where we’re at. I feel proud to be
given the ball to keep us going.”
Hey, it’s not as if the Cubs have never been
shut out in the postseason. Babe Ruth did it
in 1918, and Josh Beckett did it Sunday.

playoffs. But with the
The Cubs scored 33
Matchup breakdown
team facing elimination,
runs in the first four
manager Jack McKeon
games of the series, leavFlorida
Chicago
decided to start Pavano in
ing them on the verge of
Marlins
at
Cubs
Game 6 instead of Brad
their first World Series
Penny.
berth since 1945. But
W H E N : 7 p.m., Tuesday
Penny gave up seven
Beckett limited Chicago
W H E R E : Wrigley Field
runs and retired only six
to two hits in the first
T V : FOX (Ch. 8)
batters when he pitched
complete game of his
P R O B A B L E S TA RT E R S :
against Prior in Game 2.
career.
Carl Pavano (0-0, 0.00 ERA),
In his division series start
“There’s still going to
Mark Prior (1-0, 2.57 ERA)
against San Francisco,
be a Game 6,” Beckett
Penny gave up four runs
said, “and a Game 7.”
*All stats from NLCS
in four innings. His postThat will depend largeseason ERA is 11.42.
ly on the 6–foot–5 Pavano,
“There’s
nothing
who had a career–high 12
wins but also 13 losses this season as the wrong with Penny,” McKeon said. “In this
Marlins’ No. 5 starter. He’s 1–3 lifetime series against the Cubs, Pavano has matched
up much better.”
against the Cubs and 0–2 at Wrigley Field.
Pavano pitched one scoreless inning in
“We’ve seen him very good,” Chicago
manager Dusty Baker said Monday, “and Game 2 and another in Game 4 on Saturday.
In 4 2–3 innings and five postseason appearwe’ve seen him kind of shaky.”
Pavano moved to the bullpen when the ances, he has yet to allow a run.
“He looked great Saturday,” Lowell said.
Marlins went to a four–man rotation for the

World Series or not,

Cubs shed loveable losers image
CHICAGO (AP) – Whatever happens at
Wrigley Field this week, whether his
team reaches the World Series or not,
Dusty Baker already has posted a huge
victory for the Chicago Cubs.
He’s managed to get them to shed their
longtime image as baseball’s lovable losers.
Cute cubby bear on their sleeves?
Friendly Confines? Warm and fuzzy feel?
Forget it.
Watch Mark Prior and Kerry Wood
buzz a batter, even if it’s Barry Bonds.
See Kenny Lofton knock down Florida
pitcher Mark Redman with a loose elbow.
Listen to Baker shout out Tony La Russa.
More like grizzlies than baby bruins,
these Cubs.

“What we’ve been fighting here all
year long,” Baker said Monday, a day
before the Cubs played Florida in Game 6
of the NL championship series.
“Everytime you lose a game, somebody
conjures up something negative in history that happened before.”
Ahead 3-2, the Cubs can wrap up their
first World Series trip in 58 years with a
win Tuesday night. Prior will start against
Carl Pavano, with Wood set to pitch Game
7 if necessary.
A win would give the Cubs a chance to
claim their first Series championship in
95 years. Jack McKeon had no good reason for the Cubs’ long drought.
“I don’t know. I’m not that old. I haven’t
been following them that long to see what

goes on,” the 72-year-old Marlins manager said Monday.
“There’s a lot of luck involved and I
don’t know whether the hex or the curse
in Boston ... I guess if you want to believe
that, that’s what will happen. So, I hope
you all keep believing the hex is still on.”
Baker wants to keep the focus on the
field, though he knows a lot of fans will be
thinking about the Cubs’ past.
“Most of these guys in 1984 — Kerry
Wood in 1984 — what was he, like 8?”
Baker said. “Half of this stuff doesn’t
apply to them. They can’t help the fact
that they are playing for the Cubs,
Dodgers or A’s or whoever they are playing for, and they can’t help what happened in the past.”

“He’s a guy who is surprisingly throwing
harder in the second half of the season. He’s
going to have some zip on his fastball.”
So will Prior, who limited Florida to two
runs in seven innings in Game 2 to win for
the 12th time in his past 13 starts.
“You know Prior is going to go out there
and pitch well,” Pavano said. “We’re well
aware of that. He’s going to throw a great
ballgame and bring his best stuff, and I’m
ready to do the same.”
He’ll need help, and four Marlins hitters
— Juan Pierre, Luis Castillo, Derrek Lee and
Alex Gonzalez — are batting a combined .171
in the series.
“We haven’t pitched the way we can. We
haven’t hit the way we can,” Pierre said. “It
won’t be easy, but if we get things going, we
can get the job done.”
Even if Pavano pitches the game of his life
and the Marlins win, they’ll have to face
Kerry Wood in Game 7. Prior and Wood are
a combined 36–17 this year with 548 strikeouts.

Santo expects to
call World Series
from Arizona home
CHICAGO (AP) – Chicago Cubs radio broadcaster
Ron Santo guarantees his beloved team will be in the
World Series. And the good news for Santo’s fans is
that he plans to call the games from his Arizona
home.
“There’s absolutely no doubt in my mind they’ll
make it,” Santo said Monday in a telephone interview
from his home in Scottsdale, Ariz.
The former All-Star third baseman has been in
Arizona undergoing medical tests, just as the Cubs
are one win away from making their first World
Series appearance since 1945.
He said doctors have postponed surgery to remove
tumors from his bladder while they check out his
heart. Santo said he had a bypass procedure in 2000.

Start practicing that smile!
Yearbook Photos October 20-23
9am-5pm Union Walkway
Students $4 Seniors $5
Schedule your appointment today!
Call 581-2812
Walk-Ins welcome (time permitting)

Are you in a RSO???
If so get 20% of your membership to get their
individual pictures taken and receive a
FREE Group photo for the yearbook! A $55 value!
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Stevens:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

My final suggestion might be a little
curious because I don’t want our boys
from Charleston to go off to war.
However, my last suggestion is the Air
Force Academy.
The Falcons reside in one of the prettiest parts of the Rocky Mountain area
in Colorado Springs, Colo. Air Force
plays its home games in the renovated
Falcon Stadium which sits on a bluff
with mountains in the background. The
cherry on the sundae comes before

Splash:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Two of the team leaders who came into the
IUPUI Invitational and swam as well as
they did last year were Rich Wahlgren and
Tom Watson.
Watson swam well enough to place first

kickoff; military fighter planes fly over
the stadium which I’ve never seen. I
challenge anybody in the country to
honestly say, “No, I would rather not
visit these vacation hot spots,”
Some more quick suggestion include
Wisconsin (Sports Illustrated rated
Madison, Wis., as the top college town);
Central Florida (half our team is from
Florida) and San Diego State (we played
the Aztecs before in one of the most
beautiful areas of the Golden State).
The only reasonable explanation for
McDuffie choosing to go to Ypsilanti is
because at 1-6, we may have a legiti-

mate chance at beating the Eastern
Michigan Eagles. However, seeing how
difficult it is for us to win a I-AA programs currently, that theory doesn’t
hold much water.
Therefore, maybe I’m being spoiled,
but on the McDuffie standards of resort
I-A trips, Ypsilanti seems like going to
another Charleston. All I’m preaching is
our players see small towns all year
long and should be experiencing as
much of the country as possible. And if
they wish to take a journalist as well,
I’m sure I could work it into my schedule.

in the 1,000-yard freestyle. Wahlgren was
solid in the events that he swam but did not
have a first-place finish.
“Guys like Watson and Wahlgren are the
guys who are supposed to be swimming
well for us right away this year,” Padovan
said. “Overall, it was a good start to the
season for the men.”

The women did not start as well as the
men did, as they only finished fourth
amongst the field of six with 248 points.
The University of Indianapolis took first
with 425.5 points.
Senior Jordan Sherbrooke was one of
the Panther women who placed well with a
first-place finish in the 200-yard freestyle.

Editor’s note: Panther Profile is a
weekly feature profiling one of
Eastern’s student athletes selected by
the sports staff.

◆

Name: Angie Simone

Simone Fact

Sport: Cross country

Won the EIU

Year: Junior

open in 2002.

Major: Social Science with
teacher certification
Hometown: Hickory Hills

Who are you rooting for in the playoffs?
◆ “Definitely the Cubs.”
Dream car?
◆ Any kind of Mercedes
Favorite movie?
◆ “How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days”
Favorite class?
◆ Illinois State Government with Jeff Ashley

Burned:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

If Eastern is to be successful, the Panthers will
have to stop Teaha Sheppard and Kristi Herrington.
Sheppard, an outside hitter from Michigan, was
selected to the 2002 All-Horizon League Team. She
led Illinois-Chicago in kills with 441; it was the second straight year Sheppard accomplished the feat.
Heading into the season, Sheppard ranks sixth alltime in the kill list with 1,184 and has been playing
well of late coming off double-digits in kills (18) and
digs (12) against University of WisconsinMilwaukee on Oct. 11.
“Teaha Sheppard has pretty much been leading us
offensively since (senior outside hitter) Lindsay
Filkins went down with a stress fracture,” August
said.
Last year, Filkins finished second on the squad in
kills with 363 and had 22 double-digit kill outings in
34 matches. She is expected to return from injury
this weekend.
Herrington, a junior from St. Louis, Mich., is the
Flames leader in blocked shots. Herrington had 109
total blocks last year including 20 solo blocks. In her
two years at Illinois-Chicago, Herrington has
recorded 291 kills and a hitting percentage of .208.
“They have a very strong middle lineup,”
Winkeler said. “Number 19 (Herrington) and number 10 (Sheppard) are their best players, so our goal
will be to contain both of them.”
Eastern will hope for another impressive performance by junior outside hitter Erica Gerth
Tuesday night. Gerth, who earlier last month set the
school-record for digs with 39 in one match, also
moved into Eastern’s top 10 career kill list this season. She became the youngest Panther to record
1,000 career digs, when she had 14 digs in a loss to
Austin Peay on Oct. 10.
For the season, Gerth is leading the Panthers with
an average of 4.12 kills per contest and is second in
hitting percentage at .225. Gerth has also contributed 32 of Eastern’s 129 service aces on the
year.
Megan Kennedy is another Panther who is playing well of late. The sophomore outside hitter has
started all 20 matches the Panthers have participated in and has posted 127 kills this year. She is hitting
at a .176 clip and has 26 service aces. Kennedy is
coming out of a match against Tennessee Tech on
Oct. 11, in which she led Eastern in kills with 12 and
hitting percentage at .368.
Despite losing two matches over the weekend and
dropping from second in the OVC to fourth,
Winkeler knows the Panthers still have a long season ahead of them.
“We’re going back home in fourth place so we
have to go out and play well,” Winkeler said. “It’s
disappointing to lose those two matches but we have
to look to the future and realize we’re still in good
shape.”
While the Illinois-Chicago match is non-conference, the Panthers shouldn’t need much incentive to
start a new winning streak against an in-state rival.
“This match is definitely important,” Winkeler
said. “Illinois-Chicago is our district and we recruit
from Chicago so it would be nice to beat them.”
It will be a one-match home stand for the
Panthers who will then head to Murray State and
Tennessee-Martin for a pair of OVC matches this
weekend.

Minority today has changed titles
It’s now known as:
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STILL LOOKING FOR:
MANAGING EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTORS
MEETINGS ARE SUNDAY NIGHTS AT 5 PM
CALL 581-5867 or 581-2812
OR EMAIL AT DiverseEIU@hotmail.com
RESPOND TO LETTERS TO THE EDITOR AT DiverseEIU@hotmail.com
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7 p.m. Lantz Arena
2:30 p.m. Lakeside
3 p.m.
7 p.m.
3 p.m.
noon Lakeside

VOLLEYBALL

Matthew Stevens

If I had to use one word to
describe Eastern’s 2004 football schedule, unacceptable
comes to mind.
The annual rivalries with
Indiana State and Illinois State
are nice to start the season,
and I can appreciate the border wars that go along with
these matchups. However, it’s
my position that Eastern needs
to be considering options other
than these traditional opponents.
However, my main problem
lies with the I-A school, and
specifically the area, director
of athletics Rich McDuffie has
chosen to take the Panthers.
The third “big money” game
for Eastern is none other than
Eastern Michigan, which
everybody knows is the mecca
for college football in
America.
Honestly, I’m disappointed
in our leader because
Ypsilanti, Mich., is disappointing considering the reputation
that McDuffie has built by taking Eastern to prime locations.
So, I’ve decided to help
Eastern’s director of athletics
to help him make a couple of
small switches with the 2004
schedule.
Proposition number one:
break the contract with
Eastern Michigan (unless it
would cost us an extreme
amount of money) and begin
making calls to a more desirable place. What’s in Ypsilanti
and why would McDuffie feel
the need to go there? The fact
of the matter is if it’s for the
$150,000 we are receiving,
Eastern can find the cash from
other schools.
I can think of many obvious
reasons to go to well, I don’t
know, Tempe, Ariz.
Unfortunately, Arizona
State’s 2004 schedule is full,
but they have played I-AA
Northern Arizona for the last
couple of years and probably
wouldn’t have had a problem
starting next season with a
blowout. I’m not in tune with
what the man likes to do, but
I’m sure McDuffie could find
some way to pass the time. I’m
think of getting on a plane with
my golf clubs and visiting one
of the nicest vacation spots in
the country and heading to one
of the nation’s best courses.
Arizona State plays its home
games in Sun Devil Stadium,
home of the Arizona Cardinals
of the NFL which could raise
some eyes while in living
rooms of recruits.
All right, if the Sun Devils
won’t play us I have other
viable options.
I can see Eastern traveling
to the premiere entertainment
destination in the world - that’s
right, Las Vegas. The
University of Nevada-Las
Vegas would love nothing
more than to sell vacation
packages to loyal Panther
fans. The main positive for the
players is the exposure to the
lights and glitter of sin city but
that’s exactly the negative as
well (I’m not at all suggesting
we break NCAA rules).

Volleyball vs. Illinois-Chicago
Men’s soccer vs. SW Missouri
W Soccer at Murray State
Volleyball at Samford
Football at Murray State
Rugby vs. Arkansas

◆ UIC Flames, Panthers come into
Lantz Arena with losing streaks
By Michael Gilbert
SPORTS REPORTER

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Sophomore libero Aja Kohlbecker sends the ball back over the net during a recent home game at
Lantz Arena on Oct. 4.

The Eastern volleyball team will try to avoid
being burned at 7 p.m. Tuesday at Lantz Arena
by the University of Illinois-Chicago Flames in
a non-conference showdown.
Both teams will enter the match trying to end
modest losing streaks. The Flames have struggled in the Horizon League, losing all six of
their matches, and are 7-14 overall. After losing
nine matches in a row, the Panthers started the
Ohio Valley Conference strong by winning
three of their first four matches. However,
Eastern’s record went south as they traveled
South losing two OVC matches in Tennessee to
Austin Peay and Tennessee Tech over the weekend. Overall, the Panthers have lost three
matches in a row.
With the Panthers playUIC vs.
ing at home for the first
time in more than a week,
Eastern
Eastern’s head coach
◆ TIME: 7 p.m.
Brenda Winkeler expects
◆ PLACE:
the Panthers to put the
Lantz Arena
last seven days behind
them and play a good
◆ UIC is 7-14
match against Illinoisoverall and has
Chicago.
lost its last six
“Yes, I think tomorrow
Horizon
League
night we’ll come back
games.
with a strong effort,”
Winkeler said. “We’re
◆ Eastern is 6going to make some
14 and has
changes and incorporate
lost its last
Kara (Sorenson) into the
three games.
offense more. She moved
from middle hitter to outside hitter and had a good
weekend.”
Flames head coach Don August views the
match up as a pair of teams scrambling of late
looking to get back on track.
“These are two teams that are both struggling
a bit and are going against each other,” August
said. “We let a tough five-gamer go (Wright
State) that let our confidence down and we’ve
been struggling ever since.”
SEE BURNED
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SWIMMING

Starting the season with a splash
D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S
PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS

◆ Men’s team takes first in
season opening meet
By Aaron Seidlitz

Junior diver Angelina
Arnold practices in
Lantz Natatorium on
Wednesday, Oct. 8.

S TA F F W R I T E R

Eastern’s swimming team opened its
new season at the Indianapolis
University-Purdue University at
Indianapolis Invitational with the new
faces on the team swimming well
enough for the men to take first place.
The men’s team, which consists of 25
swimmers, 12 of which are freshmen,
came into this weekend’s meet without
many expectations. But after the first
place finish, many of the young players proved themselves beyond what
head coach Ray Padovan had thought.
“There were no special expectations
coming into this meet for us,” Padovan
said. “I didn’t even keep track of the
standings throughout the meet. I only
knew the men had won at the very end
when I was handed the final statistics.”
Padovan was more interested in
watching each of the individual swim-

mers, and he focused on the young
swimmers to see how they swam in
their first meet of the year.
At the invitational, the biggest surprise for the Panthers was freshman
swimmer Bill Senese. In his first official meet with Eastern, Senese swam a
combined 53.98 in the 100-yard backstroke which was good enough to finish
first. Senese also swam well in the 50yard freestyle, an event he finished
third in.
“Whether they are a freshmen or an
upperclassmen, a time is a time. That
is the bottom line, even for inexperienced runners, and our younger swimmers do have some talent,” Padovan
said.
The freshmen were not the only
swimmers to perform well over the
weekend. The Panthers also received
production out of their more experienced swimmers, who knew the opponents and had college experience with
them.
SEE SPLASH
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